
CHICAGO STYLE CITATION BIBLIOGRAPHY

The following examples illustrate the notes and bibliography system. Sample notes show full citations followed by
shortened citations for the same sources.

Network name, Month Day Year of first air date. Home Alone,. In the footnotes and endnotes: 5. Book,
Chapter:Verse, Edition. If you are unsure about which system to use, read on. In-text citations can be
combined by separating them with a semicolon see the last example. Bibliography entry Bay, Rachael A.
Chapter or other part of an edited book In a note, cite specific pages. Structure: Last, First M. If you already
know which system to use, follow one of the links above to see sample citations for a variety of common
sources. Name of dictionary or encyclopedia, If found online: 2. Kurland and Ralph Lerner, eds. Bibliography
entry Lahiri, Jhumpa. In the bibliography: Kirschenbaum, Michele. Chapter in a multivolume book Format
Author last name, first name. Notes: If the publication date is unknown, the access date is added instead, e.
Footnotes are found at the bottom of the page Endnotes are added at the end of the chapter or project A
footnote or endnote contains the complete citation information. Title of Dictionary or Encyclopedia. Notes:
Edition and page number s are optional and should only be included if relevant. Month Day, Year of
Publication or last modification. For more details and many more examples, see chapter 14 of The Chicago
Manual of Style. Sometimes important sources that were consulted, but not cited, are also included. Is this
article helpful? Sources are also usually listed in a separate bibliography. Bibliography Gahan, Courtney. This
is an example of a full5 and shortened6 footnote containing a book chapter citation. If there are four or more
authors, list up to ten in the bibliography; in a note, list only the first, followed by et al. Johnson et al. The
editor who compiled the book is listed after the book title and page range of the cited chapter. Shortened note
8. Only include the URL for books you consulted online. Creating Your Citations in Chicago Style As
mentioned, when you're following The Chicago Manual of Style, you'll be required to create a list of all
sources used on your paper. The author-date system is more common in the sciences and social sciences. New
York: Free Press, , 75â€” John Jaimeson. Publication Place: Publisher, Year. Any work cited in the text does
not need to be listed in the bibliography. Wolf, Leon H. It is up to the discretion of the writer to either place
the citation at the bottom of the page where the superscript is placed a footnote or to place all citations
together at the end of the work endnotes. Lesser known reference books can be cited in the bibliography.
Toronto: Petlove Press,  Chicago: University of Chicago Press, ,  When using Chicago Style Notes , a
bibliography is not required, but recommended, as it enables you to use short notes in the body of the text,
which saves space and improves readability. July 13,  Example: One would wonder, "Would young Einstein
be characterized as belonging somewhere on the autism spectrum?


